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The number concentration of ice particle (Ni) is a quantity that is key for the study of ice cloud processes but
that still remains very challenging to estimate based on remote sensing techniques. This leads to a lack of global
observational constraints for Ni that becomes increasingly problematic in the context of further evaluating the
microphysics schemes used in models or quantifying aerosol-cloud interactions. Efforts are therefore necessary to
assess remote-sensing capabilities to infer Ni.

This work presents results based on a new satellite retrieval method, called DARDAR-Nice. This method
uses synergic information from lidar and radar measurements in order to constrain parameters of a particule
size distribution parameterization and subsequently infer the number of ice crystals from multiple minimal size
thresholds. A major strength of merging lidar and radar measurements is that it allows providing vertical profiles
of Ni for a large variety of ice cloud types. This new, publicly available, product now contains 10-years of global
A-Train measurements.

The capability of DARDAR-Nice to retrieve Ni will first be investigated by comparisons to in situ mea-
surements from multiple campaigns. Results of a case study will then be analyzed and global climatologies will be
assessed. It will be shown that this new product is highly consistent with in situ data and theoretical expectations,
despite some clear limitations in temperature ranges typical of mixed-phase clouds. Climatological analyses show
notably a strong dependence of Ni with the vertical velocity and the temperature. This work will be put in the
context of previous climatologies established from in situ observations and climate models.

Further work concerns the combined use of DARDAR-Nice and global reanalysis data to assess the impor-
tance of aerosol - ice cloud interactions. Despite numerous, and sometimes divergent, modeling results, very little
has currently been done to understand these interactions on a global scale from satellite observations. Clear signals
from such interactions are here noted and are exploited in view of presenting a first observational estimate of the
aerosol - ice cloud radiative forcing.


